The MRU and SRF Aligned
Part I: Solving the Yaw Angle

With increasing accuracies of positioning and multi-beam systems, alignment of the motion
reference unit (MRU) is becoming increasingly important. Although most (if not all) multi-beam
surveyors use the patch-test to resolve the angular offsets between the multi-beam head and the
MRU, this test does not give us the angular offsets between the MRU and the ship’s reference frame
(SRF). In addition to this, any misalignment between the vertical rotation axis of the MRU and the
SRF (yaw-angle) will introduce cross-talk between pitch and roll.
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THE ALIGNMENT OF THE THREE
axes is also becoming increasingly
important at shallower depths as we
should try to position our vessel (or
rather the transducer) within the
dimensions of the footprint. This
footprint will get smaller than 0.17
metres in water depths less than 20
metres for a 0.5° nadir beam (see
Figure 1).
Here in the Netherlands, most multibeam vessels operate in waters
shallower than 20 metres using realtime kinematic (RTK) for their 3D
position. In a quest to achieve the
highest possible data quality, the
Dutch have developed methods to
measure sensor offsets and to align
the motion reference unit (MRU)
with the ship’s reference frame (SRF).
Over the years, this has resulted in a
method that allows the alignment of
the MRU with the SRF within 0.05°
for pitch and roll and 0.3° for yaw.
As already mentioned, the patch test
will not solve for the alignment
angles between the SRF and MRU or
multi-beam head. We may expect
that the yaw angle found with the
patch test is the sum of two misalignments: the misalignment between
the gyro (which is often incorporated
in the MRU) and SRF, and that
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between the multi-beam head and
SRF. When we apply this yaw angle
to the gyro or to the multi-beam
head, we still have a misalignment
between those two sensors on one
side and the SRF on the other. This
misalignment will introduce angular
offsets to the lever arms between the
antenna, MRU and multi-beam head
and hence introduce errors in the X,
Y and even Z positions of the latter.
The misalignment along the vertical
axis of the MRU will also cause crosstalk between pitch and roll. Of all
misalignments, this may be the
hardest to solve. The MRU should be
aligned in all directions with the SRF,
which – although often chosen
conveniently along the keel and
waterline – seldom is reliably visible
or not visible at all at the location
where the MRU is mounted. The
cross-stalk that concerns us most is
induced roll by pitch, as this will have
a major error contribution to the
outer beams of the multi-beam
swath. A yaw misalignment of 2°
combined with a 5° pitch will induce
a wobble on the outer beams of a 120°
swath with an amplitude of 0.5% of
the water depth. At 20 metres of
water under the transducer, this is 10
centimetres (that is above and below

the ‘real’ seabed, so a range of 20
centimetres in total). As the Dutch
method allows for a measurement of
the yaw misalignment angle to about
0.3°, the amplitude of the wobble will
be reduced to about 3 centimetres
under the same conditions.
The Dutch Method of Aligning the
MRU

This method was developed by the
Survey Department of the
Directorate-General for Public Works
and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat) and comprises two separate
procedures: the alignment of the
vertical axis of the MRU with the SRF
and the alignment of the pitch and
roll angles, which will be discussed
in Part II of this article. The best
working order is to first determine
the misalignment of the vertical axis
and apply it to the MRU before
calibrating the roll and pitch angles.
In this way, pitch and roll output are
corrected for any yaw misalignment
and will improve calibration
accuracy. In practice, however, both
measurements are often combined
due to time restrictions, leaving a
small residual error that will be
corrected for by the patch test. This
method is justified as during those
measurements pitch and roll of the

‘The Dutch have developed
methods to measure sensor offsets
and to align the MRU with the SRF’
SRF are commonly well within 1°,
while the vertical axis of the MRU is
usually aligned within 2°, leaving a
residual error of less than 0.03°. This
residual error can be corrected for
mathematically or simply left to be
solved in the patch test (although
that would result in a 6-millimetre
error with a 10-metre lever arm).
Both procedures require that the
geometry measurement incorporates
several fixed and well accessible
points on board the survey vessel.
Not only do these points serve as
‘geodetic base points’ for later
geometry measurements, but they
also serve as reference for the threeaxis alignment of the MRU. Typically,
the centre of at least four, but usually
six or more bollards is used, all
marked with a physical centre point.
Aligning the Vertical Axis of the
MRU

Although calibrating the
misalignment of the vertical axis is
referred to as one procedure, there
are three ways that are used for doing
this:
1. physical alignment with a known
direction within the SRF
2. alignment using the internal
heading sensor

3. a lignment using an external
heading sensor.
1. Physical Alignment With a Known
Direction Within the SRF
This method can be applied when
the MRU is mounted against a
known or well-defined reference
within the SRF. A rib or bulkhead
and sometimes the keel are
commonly used for this. Of course, it
should be possible to measure the
direction of that reference within
the SRF. Care should be taken that
the reference chosen is straight
between the measured points and
that the distance between those
points and their individual
accuracies allows meeting the
required angular accuracy. The keel
is usually well defined outside the
vessel (note that this sounds more
obvious than it is), but sometimes
far from straight as a result of all
ribs and bulkheads welded to it. In
general, the keel also curves up the
bow and is therefore not always
suitable as an accurate reference.
The ribs and bulkheads themselves
are usually quite straight, but
difficult to see outside the vessel
with enough accuracy.
When this method is used, it is
usually done by transferring a

Figure 1 (left):
Nadir footprint
diameter
(Courtesy of the
OMG).
Figure 2 (right):
Induced depth
error by
misalignment of
the MRU’s vertical
axis.

reference from outside the vessel to
inside by using well-defined features
on the ship’s hull such as portholes
or pipes for drainage or cooling
water. From outside, these features
can be measured with high
accuracy, while on the inside the
angle between the line through
them and the rib or bulkhead can be
determined using simple tape
measures. For this, a thin wire is
actually tightened between the
measured points and tape measurements are taken from that wire to
the bulkhead or rib while marking
off the positions along the wire (or
bulkhead or rib) to determine the
distance over which they were
taken. The distance along which this
is done should again be long enough
to meet the required accuracy.
Presuming that the MRU axes are
well aligned with its housing, we
now can calculate the yaw angle.
2. Alignment Using the Internal
Heading Sensor
As most Rijkswaterstaat multi-beam
vessels are equipped with MRUs that
incorporate an accurate heading
sensor, this particular method is
applied most often. Tests I performed
while working at Rijkswaterstaat in
the 1990s showed that the heading
Hydro
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Figure 3: Bollards
of mv. Scheurrak
with a centre
point (black dot
inside the red
circle).

Figure 4 :
Calibration along
the quayside
(boat shape by
OMG).

sensor was well aligned with the
MRUs housing.
Ever since, the procedure has been
quite straightforward. First, all
existing offsets inside the MRU are
set to zero, then a heading
calibration is performed. As we need
to find the misalignment between
the MRU and SRF, the calibration has
to be done in reference to the latter.
One of the requirements of the
geometry measurement mentioned
above was that it had to incorporate
several bollards. These bollards can
now be used for the heading
calibration. The heading calibration
itself can be done at the quayside (see
Figure 4) or by incorporating a
known azimuth into the geometry
measurement. The first method is
most commonly used and allows the
calibration of the heading in two
opposite directions, which cancels
out any directional errors. The
quayside should be known in
azimuth and straight enough not to
affect accuracy, and at least 10
distance measurements (M1 and M2
in Figure 4) should be taken between
it and the fixed points. Adding the
distance measurements to the
athwartships offsets of the bollards
(O1 and O2) now gives the distances
from the along axis of the SRF with

the quay. Combined with the
alongship distance between the
bollards, we can now calculate the
angle between the SRF and quay and
thus the azimuth of the SRF.
Although in the past I would read off
the MRUs heading for every
measurement to the quay, experience
has taught me that one can log data
during the measurements, average
both the data and measurements,
and use these averages to calculate
the angular difference between the
quay and SRF. The measurement is
repeated with the vessel at opposite
heading. The average heading offset
found in this manner equals the yaw
of the MRU and should be applied
directly to it in order to allow it to
correct for cross-talk. MRUs used on
Rijkswaterstaat vessels calibrated in
this way have a heading accuracy of
0.2° SEC (latitude) degrees, hence
allowing calibration of their vertical
axis to about 0.3° here in the Netherlands.
In some cases, two surveyed points
(usually in or around the centreline)
are used for this calibration instead
of the bollards by measuring them
simultaneously with two RTK
receivers or, even better, by a RTK
zero baseline. The quality of this
reference can be checked by
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Figure 5 (left):
Roll-induced error.
Figure 6 (right):
Comparison of
dual calibration
values.

comparing the distance measured
with RTK to the distance calculated
from the geometry.
3. Alignment Using an External
Heading Sensor
Not all MRUs have internal heading
sensors, and so another procedure is
required for these. As the second
method works fine with MRUs that
do have internal heading, we can
make use of these properties when
calibrating one that does not have
them. For this, an MRU with internal
heading is rented and physically
aligned with the MRU that needs
calibration. Now, the calibration is
performed as described in the second
method with the yaw angle as result.
The Influence of Roll

Calibrating at the quayside has a
pitfall. The roll will influence the
calibration as the used reference
points onboard will probably not
have the same height within the SRF
and the higher point will be
displaced athwartships more than
the lower (see Figure 5). When
subjected to roll, any pitch will either
counteract or amplify this effect. The
angular offsets found must thus be
corrected using pitch, roll and the
height difference between those

points. Repeating the calibration in
two directions will not necessarily
cancel out this effect, as it depends
on whether the roll was only caused
by the persons that stood near the
bollards (does cancel out) or the way
the vessel was loaded (does not
cancel out).
Results

Now that we know how to align the
vertical axis of the MRU with the
SRF, we would like to know how well
the method works. In Figure 6, a
summary is given of eight Rijkswaterstaat vessels calibrated in two
directions as described above. For
each instance, the difference
between the two calibrations is
given. Ideally, the difference should
be zero, preferably less than 0.3°. The
average calibration difference is 0.19°
with a standard deviation (1σ, 68%)
of 0.15°. Although the figures do not
tell us whether the MRU was properly
aligned with the SRF, they do tell us
that, in general, the repeatability is
within the preferred values and we
therefore may assume that alignment
using this method was successful.
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